
Beauty and the Beast Activities 
A.1. Read paragraph 1 and fill in this grid about  Beauty and the Beast. 

B.1. Match each word with its definition.

2. Match a character or characters with each characteristic.

2. Read the fairy tale to find information about the characters.   

Type of document Period / date
18th century
1991
2017

word meaning
a. handsome n active and full of determination
b. a curse n good-looking (for a man)
c. a storm n showing an offensive attitude of superiority
d. arrogant n a malediction
e. feisty n an extreme weather condition with very strong 

wind, heavy rain, and often thunder and lightning

Who are they?
a.  _______________________b. ____________________ c. _____________________ d. ________________________

A2

character’s name

a. _________________________

b. _________________________

c. _________________________

d. _________________________

characteristics

n handsome

n beautiful

n old

n Interested in learning

n arrogant

n independent

n artistic

n has magic powers

n ambitious
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C. Read the fairy tale again to find information about the story. You can use words 
from the article.

D.1. Emma Watson.

2. Emma and Belle.
Circle their common points.

E. Imagine you want to convince a friend to go to the cinema with you to see Beauty 
and the Beast. Your friend doesn’t know anything about the story. Write a short 
paragraph to tell him / her about Belle, the Prince or Emma Watson.

The Prince was punished by the ___________________________________ because he _______________________________  
to _______________________________   his door to her when she was out in a_______________________________, although 
she wanted to pay him with a _______________________________.
He _________________________________________  into a beast. His servants _______________________________ into animated 
objects.
To change back into a prince, he must_______________________________ _______________________________________________.
If the rose dies before that, he will always be a __________________________ _______________________________ _________.
The rose was not a normal flower, it was _______________________________ _______________________________ ____________.
Belle’s father _______________________________ by the Prince but she _______________________________   his place as a 
prisoner.

a. Which character  is played by Emma Watson? 
_______________________________ _______________________________ ___________.
b. Can you find another famous character played by Emma Watson?
_______________________________ _______________________________ ___________.
c. What can you say about Emma when she was at school?
_______________________________ _______________________________ ___________.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Now prepare to say your paragraph aloud. Try to be convincing!

actresses l real women l legendary characters 
l feminists l arrogant l clever l independent l 

generous l selfish l feisty l timid l ambitious .
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